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Process Map for ERB Processor and Approval
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Process Map for ERB Processor and Approval
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Navigate to Submitted Mechanism
Data Approval App
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Log in to DATIM – https://www.datim.org
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Navigate to Data Approval App

On the top right hand corner of the screen, select the apps menu.

Within the apps menu, select the Data Approval app.
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Verify Template Was Submitted (Not Just Uploaded) in DATIM

Identify mechanisms available for your review by clicking the Accept tab. These
will include mechanisms where the Implementing Partner (IP) has uploaded
and submitted all templates in DATIM (including Subrecipient templates)
If you IP has not submitted a template, i.e., uploaded in the ERB Processor
app, but did not submit in the Data Approval App, for the funding mechanism
you would like to approve, the mechanism will not be visible in the Accept tab;
it will be on the View tab as status ‘Pending at Partner’
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Validate Submission
ERB Processor App
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Navigate to the ERB Processor App

On the top right hand corner of the screen, select the apps menu.

Within the apps menu, select the ERB Processor app.
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ERB Processor Page
After selecting the ERB Processor app, the data entry page will appear

Please note: Budget and projected expenditure is reported at the OU level, regardless of whether the IP is
only working in one SNU or multiple SNU; please make sure the OU is selected.
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Verify OU, Workstream, and COP Year
After selecting ERB Processor app, verify that the pre-populated OU, workstream and
COP Year are correct. The Workstream should be “Expenditure Reporting” and COP
Year should be “COP 21 (FY22)”.
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Valid or Invalid?
Templates uploaded to DATIM will either be valid or invalid.
Valid Template:
• A green “success” status and check
mark icon will also appear in the
Status field to indicate that the file is
valid
• An amber “warning” status and
triangle icon will also appear in the
Status field to indicate the file is valid,
but has narratives that need reviewing
Invalid Template:
• If the template is invalid, the Status
field will be flagged with a red “error”
status and exclamation point icon.
Click the status to reveal the error
message regarding the error(s) that
caused the upload to fail DATIM’s
validation check
• IPs should not submit invalid
templates. Invalid files must be
deleted, corrected, and re-uploaded.
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Magnified View of Errors in the Template
Users can see a magnified view of the errors that are in the template by clicking the
Status field for their mechanism.

Please note: Budget and projected expenditure is reported at the OU level, regardless of whether the IP is
only working in one SNU or multiple SNU; please make sure the OU is selected.
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Navigate to Data Approval App from ERB Processor App
Users can now be directed to the Data Approvals app by selecting the highlighted
icon.
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Select Implementing Mechanism
If you do not see the desired mechanism on the drop-down list, please submit a
request via DATIM Support www.datimzendesk.com
Implementing Mechanisms need to be active COP21 mechanisms in FACTS Info in
order to appear in DATIM.
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Return Invalid Submission
Data Approval App
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Template is Invalid in DATIM
If the Implementing Partner submitted a reporting template that did not pass
validation, the Status field will be flagged with a red “error” status and exclamation
point icon.
Reject the template, returning it to the Implementing Partner to take corrective
measures
Note: A full list of the error messages an Implementing Partner might encounter in
DATIM and what those mean for the Excel template are explained in this article on
DATIM Support: https://datim.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/360044298271Instructions-for-IP-Users-Filling-out-the-Template-DATIM-Submission-and-ErrorResolution

To see the error(s) that caused the upload to fail DATIM’s validation check, click
the status to reveal the error message regarding the error(s) that caused the
upload to fail DATIM’s validation check.

STOP!
No data from an invalid
template can be read by
DATIM; no data will be
sent to Panorama or the
dataset!
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File Failed Validation: Navigate to Data Approval App

On the top right hand corner of the screen, select the apps menu.

Within the apps menu, select the Data Approval app.
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File Failed Validation: Select Mechanism to Return (Reject)
Click the Return tab and select the mechanism you want to return to the IP.

Click Return.
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File Failed Validation: Return (Reject) the Mechanism
Click Return Mechanism for the selected funding mechanism(s). Wait while the
system processes your request.
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File Failed Validation: Return (Reject) the Mechanism
Verify that the black box appears at the bottom of the screen to confirm that the
return was successful.
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File Failed Validation: Communicate with IP
If an Agency Field user returns a mechanism to an IP so that the IP can upload a
revised, valid file, the Agency Field user should communicate with the IP via e-mail to
advise the IP that the mechanism has been returned and why.
• DATIM does not send automatic email notifications, so it will be very helpful to
communicate offline so that the template can be revised, re-uploaded, and resubmitted.

Reminder: Send an email to the IM indicating that the file was returned and what
changes are required before reupload and resubmission
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Review Mechanism
ERB Processor App
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File Was Validated: Download Template for Review
If the uploaded reporting templates are valid, click the link to the Expenditure
Reporting template to initiate the download process.
Review the data that has been entered in the Expenditure Template tab by the IP.
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New: Subrecipient Templates
Given the new requirement for reporting subrecipients whose expenditures are
greater than $25,000, uploaded subrecipients under a mechanism are accessible
through the carrot left of the Mech ID, which will show all submitted mechanisms.
Before reviewing, please confirm with your IP that all subrecipient templates have
been uploaded.
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File Was Validated: Review Template
Use the review checklist on DATIM Support:
• Checklist for Reviewing Expenditure Reporting Data https://datim.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/360015932852-Checklist-forReviewing-Expenditure-Reporting-Data
• This section gives an overview of what should be reviewed in the template
After Review:
If the template passes review, proceed with accepting and submitting the
mechanism via the ERB Processor app; steps are provided in the next section
If the template does NOT pass review, follow the steps in the previous section to
return the mechanism to the IP via the ERB Processor app
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Overview of Data Review in the Template
There are three components of data review in expenditure reporting template for the
Agency Field reviewer
1. Confirm that the template that was uploaded was 1) validated and 2) the correct
IM template by verifying the metadata
2. Confirm that the error checks in the template were passed
3. Verify that the expenditure reporting template was entered by the partner is
accurate and aligned to COP strategy or IP Work Plans for that mechanism
If the Agency Field reviewer notes problems with any of the above checks, he/she
may contact the IP for further explanation or to require or suggest revisions prior to
approving the template, in which case, the IP may be asked to upload a revised
template.
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Verify Metadata in Template Matches Metadata in DATIM
To verify that the correct template was uploaded in DATIM, review the metadata in the
template on the Metadata and Error Checks tab and verify that it matches the
metadata in the Data Entry app in DATIM.

These should match exactly!
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Verify That All Error Checks in Prime Template Have Been
Passed
There are 9 error checks in the Prime version of the template on the Metadata and
Error Checks tab:
1. Prime UEI satisfies data entry criteria
2. Program Management expenditures entered
3. Interventions full defined
4. No very unlikely combinations of program area and beneficiary
5. No very unlikely combinations of program area and cost category
6. No duplicate interventions
7. No subrecipient rows with invalid expenditure amounts
8. No subrecipient rows with invalid subrecipient information (name, UEI)
9. No overwritten rows
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Error Checks in Prime Template: UEI Number
The first error check verifies that the Prime Unique Entity Identifier entered in the
“Metadata” section on the Metadata and Error Checks tab meets data entry criteria
(exactly twelve digits and cannot contain 0s).
All Prime Partners should have a UEI number provided by the SAM.gov. The UEI
number in the template also must match the valid UEI number in FACTS Info for the
template’s mechanism.
If this check has been passed, cell L11 will read “No, the UEI satisfies the data entry
criteria.”
Please note that a template with this error will not constitute a valid upload in DATIM,
i.e., validation will fail. If the downloaded file includes this error, the file is invalid and
should be rejected .
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Error Checks in Prime Template: Program Management Costs
The second error check verifies that program management budget has been entered.
Nearly all mechanisms are expected to report program management budget. If this
check has been passed, cell L15 will read “No, program management budget has
been entered.”
Please note that the absence of program management budget will not result in an
invalid template upon upload in DATIM, so it is important that the reviewer check for
this error in the template and identify if this is in error or is valid for the IM.
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Error Checks in Prime Template: Interventions Are Fully Defined
The third error check verifies that all interventions have a program area and a
beneficiary selected.
If this check has been passed, cell L17 will read “No, all interventions have been fully
defined.”
Please note that a template with this error will not constitute a valid upload in DATIM,
i.e., validation will fail. If the downloaded file includes this error, the file is invalid and
should be rejected .
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Error Checks in Prime Template: No Very Unlikely Combinations
The fourth error check verifies that interventions have not been defined with very
unlikely combinations of program area and beneficiaries.
If this check has been passed, cell L22 will read “No, there are not any very unlikely
combinations that have been selected.”
Please note that the selection of impossible combinations will not result in an invalid
template upon upload in DATIM, so it is important that the reviewer check for this error
in the template and identify this error when it has been made. It may be that the
intervention is unlikely and not aligned to COP strategic direction.
A complete list of very unlikely intervention combinations are provided in the next
three slides.
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Prime - Complete List of Very Unlikely Intervention
Combinations: Prevention Program Area: VMMC
PROGRAM AREA
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:

VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD

BENEFICAIRY
Non-Targeted Pop: Adults
Non-Targeted Pop: Young people & adolescents
Non-Targeted Pop: Children
Non-Targeted Pop: Not disaggregated
Females: Adult women
Females: Young women & adolescent females
Females: Girls
Females: Not disaggregated
Key Pops: Transgender
Key Pops: Sex workers
Key Pops: People who inject drugs
Key Pops: Not disaggregated
Key Pops: People in prisons
Priority Pops: Not disaggregated
Pregnant & Breastfeeding Women: Not disaggregated
OVC: Orphans & vulnerable children
OVC: Care givers
OVC: Not disaggregated
Non-Targeted Pop: Adults
Non-Targeted Pop: Young people & adolescents
Non-Targeted Pop: Children
Non-Targeted Pop: Not disaggregated
Females: Adult women
Females: Young women & adolescent females
Females: Girls
Females: Not disaggregated
Key Pops: Transgender
Key Pops: Sex workers
Key Pops: People who inject drugs
Key Pops: Not disaggregated
Key Pops: People in prisons
Pregnant & Breastfeeding Women: Not disaggregated
Priority Pops: Not disaggregated
OVC: Orphans & vulnerable children
OVC: Care givers
OVC: Not disaggregated
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Prime - Complete List of Very Unlikely Intervention
Combinations: Prevention Program Area: Medication assisted treatment
PROGRAM AREA

BENEFICIARY

PROGRAM AREA

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Non-Targeted Pop: Not disaggregated

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Non-Targeted Pop: Not disaggregated

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD
PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Non-Targeted Pop: Adults
Non-Targeted Pop: Young people &
adolescents

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Non-Targeted Pop: Adults
Non-Targeted Pop: Young people &
PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD adolescents

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Non-Targeted Pop: Children

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Non-Targeted Pop: Children

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD
PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Females: Adult women
Females: Young women & adolescent
females

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Females: Adult women
Females: Young women & adolescent
PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD females

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Females: Girls

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Females: Girls

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Females: Not disaggregated

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Females: Not disaggregated

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Males: Adult men

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Males: Adult men

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Males: Young men & adolescent males

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Males: Young men & adolescent males

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Males: Boys

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Males: Boys

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Males: Not disaggregated

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Males: Not disaggregated

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Key Pops: Men having sex with men

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Key Pops: Men having sex with men

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Key Pops: Transgender

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Key Pops: Transgender

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Key Pops: Sex workers

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Key Pops: Sex workers

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Key Pops: Not disaggregated
Pregnant & Breastfeeding Women: Not
disaggregated

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Key Pops: Not disaggregated
Pregnant & Breastfeeding Women: Not
PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD disaggregated

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD
PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Priority Pops: People in prisons
Priority Pops: Military & other uniformed
services
Priority Pops: Mobile Pops

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Priority Pops: People in prisons
Priority Pops: Military & other uniformed
PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD services
PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Priority Pops: Mobile Pops

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Priority Pops: Displaced persons

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Priority Pops: Displaced persons

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Priority Pops: Clients of sex workers

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Priority Pops: Clients of sex workers

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Priority Pops: Not disaggregated

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Priority Pops: Not disaggregated

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

OVC: Orphans & vulnerable children

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD OVC: Orphans & vulnerable children

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

OVC: Care givers

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD OVC: Care givers

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

OVC: Not disaggregated

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD OVC: Not disaggregated

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD
PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

BENEFICIARY
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Prime - Complete List of Very Unlikely Intervention
Combinations: Socio-economic Program Area

PROGRAM AREA

BENEFICIARY

SE: Case Management-SD

Non-Targeted Pop: Not disaggregated

SE: Case Management-NSD

Non-Targeted Pop: Not disaggregated

SE: Economic strengtheningSD

Non-Targeted Pop: Not disaggregated

SE: Economic strengtheningNSD

Non-Targeted Pop: Not disaggregated

SE: Education assistance-SD

Non-Targeted Pop: Not disaggregated

SE: Education assistance-NSD

Non-Targeted Pop: Not disaggregated
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Error Checks in Prime Template: No Very Unlikely Combinations
The fifth error check verifies that interventions have not been defined with very
unlikely combinations of program area and cost category.
If this check has been passed, cell L27 will read “No, there are not any very unlikely
combinations that have been selected.”
A complete list of very unlikely intervention combinations are provided in the next
three slides.
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Prime - Summary of Unlikely Combinations of Program Area and
Cost Category: Program Management

•

The first type of unlikely program area/cost category combinations are found in
interventions with the program area of Program Management

•

If Program Management is selected as the Program Area in interventions 2 through 35,
certain cost categories are not applicable for data entry and will be flagged as errors
• These cost categories are:
– Personnel: Salaries – Health Care Workers - Clinical
– Personnel: Salaries – Health Care Workers – Ancillary
– Supplies: Pharmaceuticals
– Supplies: Health – Non Pharmaceuticals
– Contractual: Contracted Health Care workers – Clinical
– Contractual: Contracted Health Care workers – Ancillary
– Contractual: Contracted Interventions
–

•

Subrecipient

Note! Indirect costs can ONLY be entered in Program Management interventions, so if
Program Management is not selected as the Program Area in an intervention, the
Indirect Charges cost category is not appropriate for data entry and will be flagged as an
error.
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Prime - Summary of Unlikely Combinations of Program Area and Cost Category: Above
Site Healthcare Workers and Above Site Financial Support for Beneficiaries
•

The next major type of unlikely combination of program area and cost category
is healthcare workers and financial support for beneficiaries found in Above Site
interventions

•

If Above Site is selected as the Program Area in interventions 2 through 35, the
following cost categories are not applicable for data entry and will be flagged
as errors
• These cost categories are:
• Personnel: Salaries – Health Care Workers - Clinical
• Personnel: Salaries – Health Care Workers – Ancillary
• Contractual: Contracted Health Care workers – Clinical
• Contractual: Contracted Health Care workers – Ancillary
• Other: Financial Support for Beneficiaries
Please note that individuals trained as doctors, nurses, and other healthcare
workers who work on Above Site activities, are not considered healthcare workers
in the PEPFAR Financial Classifications. For an individual to be classified as a
healthcare worker, they must be providing services to patients at a health
facility. Their classification is based on what work they are performing, not what
their training or background is.
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Prime- Summary of Unlikely Combinations of Program Area and Cost Category:
Warnings
• There are several combinations of program areas and beneficiaries that are
unlikely but will only flag as warnings and thus will not prevent upload into DATIM.
• These cost categories should not be used, and any data entry into them should be
reconsidered. The only possible reason that these could be entered is if smaller
interventions-that are appropriate for that cost category- have been lumped into
larger ones for reporting simplicity.
• Please reference the Financial Classification reference guide if you receive a
warning in your template as this warning indicates that your costs have been
incorrectly classified.
The following will be warnings:
•

If Healthcare Worker costs (personnel or contractual) under Non Service Delivery if Program Area is
C&T, PREV, SE, or HTS, warning

•

If Construction costs under Service Delivery, warning

•

If International Travel costs under Service Delivery, warning

•

If Training costs under Service Delivery, warning

•

If "Financial Support for Beneficiaries" costs under Non-Service Delivery, warning

•

If Health/Non-Pharmaceutical and Pharmaceutical supply costs under ASP PA, warning

•

If Pharmaceutical supply costs under HTS program area, warning
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Error Checks in Prime Template: No Duplicate Interventions
The sixth error check verifies that each intervention has a unique combination of
Program Area and Beneficiary.
If this check has been passed, cell L33 will read “No, there are not any duplicate
interventions in the Expenditure Report.”
Please note that a template with this error will not constitute a valid upload in DATIM,
i.e., validation will fail. If the downloaded file includes this error, the file is invalid and
should be rejected.
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Error Checks in Prime Template: Invalid Subrecipient
Expenditures
The seventh error check verifies that each subrecipient entered as a row in the Prime
template has expenditures and those expenditures total to less than or equal to
$25,000.
If this check has been passed, cell K37 will read “No, every subrecipient has been
assigned a non-zero expenditure.” and cell K38 will read “No, 0 row(s) have total
expenditures greater than $25,000.”
Please note that a template with this error will not constitute a valid upload in DATIM,
i.e., validation will fail. If the downloaded file includes this error, the file is invalid and
should be rejected.
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Error Checks in Prime Template: Invalid Subrecipient Information
The eighth error check verifies that each subrecipient entered as a row in the Prime
template has all valid subrecipient information (i.e., Name, UEI)
If this check has been passed:
1. cell K40 will read “No, every subrecipient row with an expenditure contains a UEI.”
2. cell K41 will read “No, every subrecipient row with an expenditure contains a
name.”
3. Cell K42 will read “No, there are no names that contain ‘TBD’.”
4. Cell K43 will read “No, there are not any subrecipient rows with an expenditure
that are missing both a name and a UEI.”
5. Cell K44 will read “No subrecipient row uses 000000000000 as a UEI.”
Please note that a template with this error will not constitute a valid upload in DATIM,
i.e., validation will fail. If the downloaded file includes this error, the file is invalid and
should be rejected.
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Error Checks in Prime Template: No Overwritten Cells
The ninth error check verifies that there are no overwritten cells under the
Subrecipients table in the Expenditure Template tab.
If this check has been passed cell K49 will read “No, there is no data that was entered
outside of the specific subrecipient rows.”
Please note that a template with this error will not constitute a valid upload in DATIM,
i.e., validation will fail. If the downloaded file includes this error, the file is invalid and
should be rejected.
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Fields on the Prime Metadata and Error Checks Tab
Error Check Message

Cell
Reference

Description

Does the Prime Unique Entity ID fail to
meet data entry criteria? (Exactly twelve
digits and cannot be 000000000000)

L11

Verifies that the Prime Unique Entity Identifier entered in the
“Metadata” section on the Metadata and Error Checks tab meets
data entry criteria (exactly twelve digits and cannot contain 0s).

Does the program management
expenditure still need to be entered?

L15

Verifies that program management budget has been entered in
Intervention 1 of the Expenditure Template

Have interventions been defined with
incomplete program area and beneficiary
information?

L17

Verifies that all interventions have a program area and a
beneficiary selected

Have very unlikely combinations of
program area and beneficiaries been
selected?

L22

Verifies that interventions have not been defined with very unlikely
combinations of program area and beneficiaries

Have unlikely combinations of Program
Area and Cost Category been selected?

L27

Verifies that interventions have not been defined with very unlikely
combinations of program area and cost category

Have duplicate interventions been
assigned expenditures?

L33

Verifies that each intervention has a unique combination of
Program Area and Beneficiary.

Are there any subrecipient rows that have
invalid expenditures?

K37, K38

Verifies that each subrecipient entered as a row in the Prime
template has expenditures and they total to less than $25,000.

Are there any subrecipient rows with any
invalid information?

K40, K41,
K42, K43,
K44

Verifies that each subrecipient entered as a row in the Prime
template has all valid subrecipient information (i.e., Name, UEI)

Is there any data entered outside of the
subrecipient rows that were specified?

K49

Verifies that there are no overwritten cells under the Subrecipients
table in the Expenditure Template tab.
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Verify That All Error Checks in Subrecipient Template Have Been
Passed
There are 8 error checks in the Subrecipient version of the template on the Metadata
and Error Checks tab:

1. Subrecipient UEI satisfies data entry criteria
2. Subrecipient Name Valid
3. Program Management expenditures entered
4. Interventions full defined
5. No very unlikely combinations of program area and beneficiary
6. No very unlikely combinations of program area and cost category
7. No duplicate interventions
8. No overwritten rows
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Error Checks in Subrecipient Template: UEI Number
The first error check verifies that the Prime Unique Entity Identifier entered in the
“Metadata” section on the Metadata and Error Checks tab meets data entry criteria
(exactly twelve digits and cannot contain 0s).
All Prime Partners should have a UEI number provided by the SAM.gov. The UEI
number in the template also must match the valid UEI number in FACTS Info for the
template’s mechanism.
If this check has been passed, cell L11 will read “No, the UEI satisfies the data entry
criteria.”
Please note that a template with this error will not constitute a valid upload in DATIM,
i.e., validation will fail. If the downloaded file includes this error, the file is invalid and
should be rejected .
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Error Checks in Subrecipient Template: Missing Name
The second error check verifies that the subrecipient name is entered in the Metadata
If this check has been passed cell L13 will read “No, the subrecipient name is
present.”
Please note that a template with this error will not constitute a valid upload in DATIM,
i.e., validation will fail. If the downloaded file includes this error, the file is invalid and
should be rejected.
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Error Checks in Subrecipient Template: Program Management
Costs
The third error check verifies that program management budget has been entered.
Nearly all mechanisms are expected to report program management budget. If this
check has been passed, cell L15 will read “No, program management budget has
been entered.”
Please note that the absence of program management budget will not result in an
invalid template upon upload in DATIM, so it is important that the reviewer check for
this error in the template and identify if this is in error or is valid for the IM.
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Error Checks in Subrecipient Template: Interventions Are Fully
Defined
The fourth error check verifies that all interventions have a program area and a
beneficiary selected.
If this check has been passed, cell L17 will read “No, all interventions have been fully
defined.”
Please note that a template with this error will not constitute a valid upload in DATIM,
i.e., validation will fail. If the downloaded file includes this error, the file is invalid and
should be rejected .
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Error Checks in Subrecipient Template: No Very Unlikely
Combinations
The fifth error check verifies that interventions have not been defined with very
unlikely combinations of program area and beneficiaries.
If this check has been passed, cell L22 will read “No, there are not any very unlikely
combinations that have been selected.”
Please note that the selection of impossible combinations will not result in an invalid
template upon upload in DATIM, so it is important that the reviewer check for this error
in the template and identify this error when it has been made. It may be that the
intervention is unlikely and not aligned to COP strategic direction.
A complete list of very unlikely intervention combinations are provided in the next
three slides.
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Subrecipient - Complete List of Very Unlikely Intervention
Combinations: Prevention Program Area: VMMC
PROGRAM AREA
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:
PREV:

VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-SD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD
VMMC-NSD

BENEFICAIRY
Non-Targeted Pop: Adults
Non-Targeted Pop: Young people & adolescents
Non-Targeted Pop: Children
Non-Targeted Pop: Not disaggregated
Females: Adult women
Females: Young women & adolescent females
Females: Girls
Females: Not disaggregated
Key Pops: Transgender
Key Pops: Sex workers
Key Pops: People who inject drugs
Key Pops: Not disaggregated
Key Pops: People in prisons
Priority Pops: Not disaggregated
Pregnant & Breastfeeding Women: Not disaggregated
OVC: Orphans & vulnerable children
OVC: Care givers
OVC: Not disaggregated
Non-Targeted Pop: Adults
Non-Targeted Pop: Young people & adolescents
Non-Targeted Pop: Children
Non-Targeted Pop: Not disaggregated
Females: Adult women
Females: Young women & adolescent females
Females: Girls
Females: Not disaggregated
Key Pops: Transgender
Key Pops: Sex workers
Key Pops: People who inject drugs
Key Pops: Not disaggregated
Key Pops: People in prisons
Pregnant & Breastfeeding Women: Not disaggregated
Priority Pops: Not disaggregated
OVC: Orphans & vulnerable children
OVC: Care givers
OVC: Not disaggregated
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Subrecipient - Complete List of Very Unlikely Intervention

Combinations: Prevention Program Area: Medication assisted treatment
PROGRAM AREA

BENEFICIARY

PROGRAM AREA

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Non-Targeted Pop: Not disaggregated

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Non-Targeted Pop: Not disaggregated

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD
PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Non-Targeted Pop: Adults
Non-Targeted Pop: Young people &
adolescents

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Non-Targeted Pop: Adults
Non-Targeted Pop: Young people &
PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD adolescents

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Non-Targeted Pop: Children

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Non-Targeted Pop: Children

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD
PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Females: Adult women
Females: Young women & adolescent
females

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Females: Adult women
Females: Young women & adolescent
PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD females

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Females: Girls

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Females: Girls

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Females: Not disaggregated

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Females: Not disaggregated

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Males: Adult men

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Males: Adult men

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Males: Young men & adolescent males

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Males: Young men & adolescent males

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Males: Boys

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Males: Boys

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Males: Not disaggregated

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Males: Not disaggregated

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Key Pops: Men having sex with men

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Key Pops: Men having sex with men

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Key Pops: Transgender

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Key Pops: Transgender

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Key Pops: Sex workers

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Key Pops: Sex workers

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Key Pops: Not disaggregated
Pregnant & Breastfeeding Women: Not
disaggregated

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Key Pops: Not disaggregated
Pregnant & Breastfeeding Women: Not
PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD disaggregated

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD
PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Priority Pops: People in prisons
Priority Pops: Military & other uniformed
services
Priority Pops: Mobile Pops

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Priority Pops: People in prisons
Priority Pops: Military & other uniformed
PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD services
PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Priority Pops: Mobile Pops

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Priority Pops: Displaced persons

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Priority Pops: Displaced persons

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Priority Pops: Clients of sex workers

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Priority Pops: Clients of sex workers

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

Priority Pops: Not disaggregated

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD Priority Pops: Not disaggregated

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

OVC: Orphans & vulnerable children

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD OVC: Orphans & vulnerable children

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

OVC: Care givers

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD OVC: Care givers

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

OVC: Not disaggregated

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-NSD OVC: Not disaggregated

PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD
PREV: Medication assisted treatment-SD

BENEFICIARY
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Subrecipient - Complete List of Very Unlikely Intervention
Combinations: Socio-economic Program Area

PROGRAM AREA

BENEFICIARY

SE: Case Management-SD

Non-Targeted Pop: Not disaggregated

SE: Case Management-NSD

Non-Targeted Pop: Not disaggregated

SE: Economic strengtheningSD

Non-Targeted Pop: Not disaggregated

SE: Economic strengtheningNSD

Non-Targeted Pop: Not disaggregated

SE: Education assistance-SD

Non-Targeted Pop: Not disaggregated

SE: Education assistance-NSD

Non-Targeted Pop: Not disaggregated
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Error Checks in Subrecipient Template: No Very Unlikely
Combinations
The sixth error check verifies that interventions have not been defined with very
unlikely combinations of program area and cost category.
If this check has been passed, cell L27 will read “No, there are not any very unlikely
combinations that have been selected.”
A complete list of very unlikely intervention combinations are provided in the next
three slides.
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Subrecipient - Summary of Unlikely Combinations of Program
Area and Cost Category: Program Management

•

The first type of unlikely program area/cost category combinations are found in
interventions with the program area of Program Management

•

If Program Management is selected as the Program Area in interventions 2 through 35,
certain cost categories are not applicable for data entry and will be flagged as errors
• These cost categories are:
– Personnel: Salaries – Health Care Workers - Clinical
– Personnel: Salaries – Health Care Workers – Ancillary
– Supplies: Pharmaceuticals
– Supplies: Health – Non Pharmaceuticals
– Contractual: Contracted Health Care workers – Clinical
– Contractual: Contracted Health Care workers – Ancillary
– Contractual: Contracted Interventions
–

•

Subrecipient

Note! Indirect costs can ONLY be entered in Program Management interventions, so if
Program Management is not selected as the Program Area in an intervention, the
Indirect Charges cost category is not appropriate for data entry and will be flagged as an
error.
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Subrecipient - Summary of Unlikely Combinations of Program Area and Cost
Category: Above Site Healthcare Workers and Above Site Financial Support for
Beneficiaries
• The next major type of unlikely combination of program area and cost category
is healthcare workers and financial support for beneficiaries found in Above Site
interventions
•

If Above Site is selected as the Program Area in interventions 2 through 35, the
following cost categories are not applicable for data entry and will be flagged
as errors
• These cost categories are:
• Personnel: Salaries – Health Care Workers - Clinical
• Personnel: Salaries – Health Care Workers – Ancillary
• Contractual: Contracted Health Care workers – Clinical
• Contractual: Contracted Health Care workers – Ancillary
• Other: Financial Support for Beneficiaries
Please note that individuals trained as doctors, nurses, and other healthcare
workers who work on Above Site activities, are not considered healthcare workers
in the PEPFAR Financial Classifications. For an individual to be classified as a
healthcare worker, they must be providing services to patients at a health
facility. Their classification is based on what work they are performing, not what
their training or background is.
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Subrecipient- Summary of Unlikely Combinations of Program Area and
Cost Category: Warnings
• There are several combinations of program areas and beneficiaries that are
unlikely but will only flag as warnings and thus will not prevent upload into DATIM.
• These cost categories should not be used, and any data entry into them should be
reconsidered. The only possible reason that these could be entered is if smaller
interventions-that are appropriate for that cost category- have been lumped into
larger ones for reporting simplicity.
• Please reference the Financial Classification reference guide if you receive a
warning in your template as this warning indicates that your costs have been
incorrectly classified.
The following will be warnings:
•

If Healthcare Worker costs (personnel or contractual) under Non Service Delivery if Program Area is
C&T, PREV, SE, or HTS, warning

•

If Construction costs under Service Delivery, warning

•

If International Travel costs under Service Delivery, warning

•

If Training costs under Service Delivery, warning

•

If "Financial Support for Beneficiaries" costs under Non-Service Delivery, warning

•

If Health/Non-Pharmaceutical and Pharmaceutical supply costs under ASP PA, warning

•

If Pharmaceutical supply costs under HTS program area, warning
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Error Checks in Subrecipient Template: No Duplicate
Interventions
The seventh error check verifies that each intervention has a unique combination of
Program Area and Beneficiary.
If this check has been passed, cell L33 will read “No, there are not any duplicate
interventions in the Expenditure Report.”
Please note that a template with this error will not constitute a valid upload in DATIM,
i.e., validation will fail. If the downloaded file includes this error, the file is invalid and
should be rejected.
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Error Checks in Subrecipient Template: No Overwritten Cells
The eighth error check verifies that there are no overwritten cells under the
Subrecipients table in the Expenditure Template tab.
If this check has been passed cell L34 will read “No, the Expenditure Template does
not show expenditures below row 28.”
Please note that a template with this error will not constitute a valid upload in DATIM,
i.e., validation will fail. If the downloaded file includes this error, the file is invalid and
should be rejected.
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Fields on the Subrecipient Metadata and Error Checks Tab
Error Check Message

Cell
Reference

Description

Does the Subrecipient Unique Entity ID
fail to meet data entry criteria? (Exactly
twelve digits and cannot be
000000000000)

L11

Verifies that the Subrecipient Unique Entity Identifier entered in the
“Metadata” section on the Metadata and Error Checks tab meets
data entry criteria (exactly twelve digits and cannot contain 0s).

Is the Subrecipient name missing?

L13

Verifies that the subrecipient name is entered in the Metadata

Does the program management
expenditure still need to be entered?

L15

Verifies that program management budget has been entered in
Intervention 1 of the Expenditure Template

Have interventions been defined with
incomplete program area and beneficiary
information?

L17

Verifies that all interventions have a program area and a
beneficiary selected

Have very unlikely combinations of
program area and beneficiaries been
selected?

L22

Verifies that interventions have not been defined with very unlikely
combinations of program area and beneficiaries

Have unlikely combinations of Program
Area and Cost Category been selected?

L27

Verifies that interventions have not been defined with very unlikely
combinations of program area and cost category

Have duplicate interventions been
assigned expenditures?

L33

Verifies that each intervention has a unique combination of
Program Area and Beneficiary.

Is there any data entered outside of the
subrecipient rows that were specified?

L34

Verifies that there are no overwritten cells under the Subrecipients
table in the Expenditure Template tab.
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Verify that All Error Checks in DATIM Have Been Passed
Some of the checks that will result in an invalid template in DATIM have been
highlighted in the expenditure reporting template section.
For an exhaustive list of the errors that will cause an unsuccessful upload (validation
fail) of a template in DATIM, review the COP21 DATIM Error Messages and
Resolutions document on DATIM Support.
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Reviewer Error Checks: Overview
Once the FY22 template has been successfully uploaded to DATIM and submitted by
the IP, it will be reviewed by the Agency AOR/COR/Project Officer
Reviewer checks:
✓ Template errors previously mentioned
✓ DATIM errors previously mentioned
✓ Errors or blanks in the metadata, such as incorrect Award number
✓ Program management budget, including indirect charges if applicable, not entered
when expected
✓ Cost category expenditure that does not seem to be aligned to the intervention
definition
✓ Expenditures that are less than or in excess of expectations
✓ Data displayed in Excel template does not match DATIM validation feedback
If the reviewer notes any of the above, he/she may contact the IP for further
explanation or to require or suggest revisions prior to approving the template, in which
case, the IP may be asked to upload a revised template.
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Template Data Review: Intervention Alignment to Strategy
In reviewing the Expenditure Template tab, reviewers should first verify that the
interventions are defined in a way the aligns to the strategy for that mechanism.
Reviewers should verify that:
• The appropriate program areas and beneficiaries have been selected
• Interventions have been lumped or split in an appropriate way
• Budget totals are reasonable given Award information (e.g., an entry of
$100,000,000 for an Award with a budget of $100,000 may be a data entry error)
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Template Data Review: Confirm Template Totals Against DATIM
Totals
Confirm that the total number of interventions and the total dollar value of
expenditures in the template matches what is shown in DATIM. Note: For Prime
Expenditures with Subrecipients, the amount in the Prime template should equal the
amount above the addition (see below):
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Template Data Review: Data Accuracy vs. Award Information
Verify that the expenditure totals entered by the Implementing Partner appear
reasonable given the Award information you have for that mechanism.
Specifically check for typos or other data entry errors that might indicate that the
mechanism totals are not accurate.
These two
must
match!
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Accept and Submit Mechanism
Data Approval App
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File Failed Validation: Navigate to Data Approval App
If, after reviewing the data in the downloaded template, you are ready to approve the
template, you will accept and submit it in the Data Approval app.
On the top right hand corner of the screen, select the apps menu.

Within the apps menu, select the Data Approval app.
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Data Approval App: Select Mechanism to Accept

Click the Accept tab and select the mechanism for which you have the option to
approve expenditure data.
Click Accept.
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Data Approval App: Select Mechanism to Accept

Click Accept Mechanism for the selected funding mechanism(s). Wait while the
system processes your request.
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Data Approval App: Process Acceptance of Mechanism

Verify that the black box appears at the bottom of the screen to confirm that the
accept was successful.
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Data Approval App: Process Submission of Mechanism

Click Submit Mechanism for the selected funding mechanism(s). Wait while the
system processes your request.
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Data Approval App: Process Submission of Mechanism

Verify that the black box appears at the bottom of the screen to confirm that the
submit was successful.
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Recall & Return Mechanism
Data Approval App
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Why would a mechanism be recalled?

• Clicked on the wrong mechanism to submit in error
• Discussed with other members of the Agency team and decided a correction is
needed
• Reviewed PEPFAR budget and projected expenditure guidance or the PEPFAR
Financial Classifications Reference Guide and realized a correction is needed
• Received an email from the IP requesting permission to revise the template
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Recall: Select Mechanism to Recall
Click the Accept tab and select the mechanism for which you have the option to
approve expenditure data.
Click Accept.
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Recall: Process Recall of Mechanism
Click Recall Mechanism for the selected funding mechanism(s). Wait while the system
processes your request.
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Recall: Process Recall of Mechanism
Verify that the black box appears at the bottom of the screen to confirm that the recall
was successful.
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Return: Process Return of Mechanism
Click Return Mechanism for the selected funding mechanism(s). Wait while the
system processes your request.
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Return: Process Return of Mechanism
Verify that the black box appears at the bottom of the screen to confirm that the return
was successful.
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Data Cleaning Period & Agency
HQ Review
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FY22 Expenditure Reporting Submission Timeline

Date

Upcoming Activities

Prior to
10/3/22

DATIM expenditure reporting users (prime partners only) request new accounts
or reactivate expired accounts as needed

10/3/22

DATIM opens for submission of FY2022 Implementing Mechanism (IM)
expenditure reporting Excel templates

11/10/22

FY2022 expenditure reporting DATIM data entry close; all templates should have
been submitted by Implementing Partners (IP) and approved by Agency field staff

12/1/22

DATIM open for IP cleaning and re-upload of FY2022 IM expenditure reporting

12/16/22

FY2022 expenditure reporting data cleaning period closes; all templates should
have been submitted by IPs and approved by Agency field staff
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Checking Periodically on Submitted Mechanisms
During the data entry and cleaning periods, Agency Field users should regularly log in
to DATIM to view the status and available actions for mechanisms that have been
submitted by IPs or returned from Agency HQ users.
If a mechanism was submitted to Agency HQ, and an Agency Field user sees a status
of “Accepted by Agency” and the available actions to “Submit” or “Return,” it means
that the template was either returned by an Agency HQ user, or the submission was
recalled by another Agency Field user in the OU.
This will require action from the Agency Field user: connect with the Agency HQ POC
to understand why he/she returned the template and decide whether to return the
submission to the IP or resubmit to Agency HQ, if the concerns can be resolved by the
Agency Field user.
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Checking Periodically on Submitted Mechanisms
If a mechanism was submitted to Agency HQ, and an Agency Field user sees a status
of “Accepted by Agency HQ” and only the available action to “View,” it means that the
template was accepted by an Agency HQ user.
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Checking Periodically on Submitted Mechanisms
If a mechanism was accepted by an Agency HQ user, its status will be “Accepted by
Agency HQ”; this requires no further action by the Agency Field user.
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DATIM References and Help
DATIM Support
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Technical Support In ZenDesk
Users who have questions or problems in DATIM can submit a request for technical support in
the box highlighted below, on the DATIM Support page: https://datim.zendesk.com.

Technical
support
available!
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Submit a Request
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Submit a Request
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Thank You!
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